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Research Topic:
Development of
Nuclear Diagnostics
for Analyzing the
Properties of Inertial
Confinement Fusion
(ICF) and High Energy
Density Plasmas

by allowing me to calibrate the neutron
detection efficiencies of the future
design (whose first implementation has
been fielded at Z), using NIF data. In
this way, NIF data has had the added
benefit of directly helping me with
the development work of the neutron
spectrometer at Z.

What are your
research responsibilities?
I am responsible for the fielding and
analysis of the compact solid-state state
charge particle diagnostics known as
Wedge Range Filters and Step Range
Filters routinely utilized in experiments
at the National Ignition Facility (NIF).
I was involved in the development of a
Neutron Temporal Diagnostic (NTD)
for measuring fusion burn histories at
the NIF and in the design of a compact
neutron spectrometer for NIF, OMEGA,
and Z in collaboration with Sandia
National Laboratories (SNL). My role
with the Wedge Range Filters at NIF has
played a fundamental role in this effort

How have you benefitted from the
SSAP Program?
My research is primarily funded by the
NNSA which has provided me a myriad
of unique opportunities that would
have otherwise been impossible. This
funding has allowed me to attend events
such as the SSAP Symposium and the
APS Annual Division of Plasma Physics
Meeting where I’ve been able to discuss
my research and ideas with scientists
and researchers throughout the ICF
community. Additionally, I am regularly
able to collaborate with scientists
from various national laboratories
thanks to funding from NNSA. These
opportunities have provided me with

invaluable contacts and collaborators as
well as providing me crucial feedback
and exposure.
Have you spent time at one of the
national laboratories?
I spent the summer of 2014 working
as an intern in the High Energy
Density Physics group at SNL. While
there, I met several scientists who
shared my excitement regarding the
prospect of future fusion energy which
fundamentally helped shape my career
goals. This is also where I got most of
my initial exposure to ICF and when
I decided to begin my involvement
with SSAP through MIT. I remain very
excited about the potential of SNL’s
Magnetized Linear Inertial Fusion
program and hope to help foster a strong
collaboration between SNL and MIT.
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Research Topic:
Supersonic, Shock
Wave Driven KelvinHelmholtz Instability
Experiments
What are
your research
responsibilities?
My research addresses the evolution
of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in
a steady, supersonic flow from welldefined initial conditions. The KelvinHelmholtz instability is a fundamental
hydrodynamic process that causes
small-scale structure and turbulence to
develop from perturbations in a shear
flow. In a supersonic flow, some of the
energy that would ordinarily contribute
to the growth of the instability is instead
used to support the compression of the
fluids, resulting in an inhibition of the
growth rate of the instability. Previous
attempts to study the Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability utilized uncontrolled
multimode initial conditions, or blast
wave driven flows that rapidly decayed
to subsonic velocities.

I am responsible for developing an
experimental platform that can sustain a
steady, supersonic flow, while still taking
advantage of the tightly controlled
initial conditions of laser-driven
hydrodynamic instability experiments.
This platform successfully produced the
first observations of well-characterized
single and dual-mode seed perturbations
evolving under the effect of the KelvinHelmholtz instability in a steady,
supersonic flow. I am also responsible
for processing and analyzing the data
against 2D hydrodynamic simulations,
to validate and benchmark simulation
codes with a new level of precision.
How have you benefitted from the
SSAP?
As a graduate student, it is rare to have
the opportunity to contribute to, much
less lead, a campaign on world class
laser-facilities such as those found
at the national laboratories and the
University of Rochester’s Laboratory
for Laser Energetics. With the support
of the SSAP, I was able to participate in
large-scale collaborative experiments
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that push the limits of our scientific and
engineering capabilities. It goes without
saying that these experiences provided
a unique level of training, valuable
professional connections, and interactive
exposure to the exciting research
projects of other scientists in the field.
Have you spent time at one of the
national laboratories?
My most memorable trip to a national
laboratory was for a two-month
campaign at the Jupiter Laser Facility of
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
to study self-generated magnetic fields.
This kind of hands-on immersion helps
to not only broaden the skillset of young
scientists, but also to invigorate our
interest and provide for a more engaging
graduate student experience. Through
this campaign and others like it, I was
able to work with the most prominent
minds in the field to develop and refine
many of the techniques that I would need
later in my research.
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